The "vanishing counting bead" phenomenon: effect on absolute CD34+ cell counting in phosphate-buffered saline-diluted leukapheresis samples.
Using a single-platform protocol to count absolute CD34+ hematopoietic precursor cell (HPC) levels with different reference microbeads, we recorded occasionally artifactually high CD34+ HPC counts in some leukapheresis bags, whereas dual-platform calculations were always consistent. Abnormal countings were observed only when phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)-diluted leukapheresis samples were vortexed before analysis. A large series of blood samples analyzed similarly for CD34+ and CD4+ absolute counts did not show any sample or vortexing effect. With the volumetric absolute counting cytometer Partec-PAS, lower counts were also observed when different reference beads were vortexed before the instrument checking procedures. The counting abnormality was caused by a drop in microbead concentration (the "vanishing bead phenomenon"). This phenomenon reduced the total and relative bead event number in experimental and routine samples and in calibration procedures. This altered the bead denominator used to calculate absolute CD34+ HPC levels and it also reduced the concentration of standard calibration beads. Using the Partec-PAS to measure volumetrically the actual bead concentration, we studied the vanishing bead phenomenon. Different types of counting and reference microbeads were resuspended in media with or without proteins or cells. Replicates were submitted either to gentle manual mixing or to vortexing before counting. Vortex agitation almost invariably induced the vanishing bead phenomenon when beads were resuspended in saline media or when an insufficient protein concentration was present, such as in diluted leukapheresis samples. Different bead types showed various degrees of sensitivity to vortexing. The bead disappearance was not caused by bubble formation or disruption. The addition of small amounts of protein completely prevented the vanishing bead phenomenon. The causative effect of the electrostatic charging of tube induced by vortexing is hypothesized. Sample suspensions containing counting beads for single-platform analysis must be resuspended in media with protein supplements to prevent the vanishing bead phenomenon and to ensure accurate counting.